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Abstract 

Based on the corresponding historical materials and scientific research achievements, 
the features of defense system of the Great Wall in China in past dynasties have been 
analyzed and the evolution process and development rule have been summarized. It will 
be conducive to raising the overall perception to the Great Wall cultural heritage and 
providing support for the construction of “national cultural park system along the Great 
Wall”. 
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1. Introduction 

The Great Wall defense system of China initiated in the Spring and Autumn Period and the 
Warring States Period, took shape during Qin and Han dynasty, further diversely developed 
during Northern and Southern Dynasties to Liao, Song, Xia, Jin and Yuan Dynasties and finally 
well developed in Ming Dynasty. The system was developed from military facilities into the one 
with rich types, diversified functions and multi-level facilities. Over a thousand years of 
development and evolution, the defense system of the Great Wall in ancient China progressively 
well-developed and refined. The develop history can be summarized into four stages as shown 
below: 

2. The development history research on the Great Wall defense facility 
system in China  

2.1. Stage one (Rudiment- the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring 
States Period) 

In terms of Northern Great Wall of Zhao state, the fortresses were built on the city rivers or the 
defense form was a rift valley. According to The Historical Records · Biography of Li Mu, when 
Li Mu was stationed in northern frontier of Zhao state, “he slaughtered a few cows every day to 
reward the soldiers, taught them to practice archery and horseback riding and carefully 
guarded the beacon towers”, indicating that communication facilities were set up at the border 
in the Warring States Period. During this period, the rudiment of functions of military joint 
defense and communication alarm for the Great Wall defense facility system was shaped.  

The Great Wall constructed during the reign of King Zhao of Qin was basically taken rivers as 
fortress and mountains as cities. The stretch was zigzag. The rivers and cliffs were employed to 
build the loam wall along the short side or barely no walls were built, or cut the moat into walls, 
taking advantage of any available terrain to strengthen the defense.      
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Fig. 1 The distribution map of the Great Wall during the Warring States Period 

During this period, the Great Wall defense facility system was still rudimentary. The defense 
was usually based on the steep mountains. “The Great Wall was generally constructed on the 
mountain ridge in the ancient time, as the steep mountains can be utilized for defensing so as 
to save the construction of walls.” The steep mountains and the manually constructed allotment 
facilities consisted of the line of defense with natural barrier. The functions included military 
and communication of the enemy's situation. The carrier was border towns, border walls and 
beacon towers. During then, the features of the mentioned system were shown in the 
following(fig.2). 

(1)The body of Great Wall was ancillary defense of border towns. The defensive cities and the 
body of Great Wall were took in shape. As can be seen from the formation and development, the 
advent of defensive cities in the border lines was far earlier than that of the body of the Great 
Wall. During then, the border cities and the body of Great Wall were associated in a certain way, 
but they were not able to shape an effectively interconnected defense facility system.   

(2)The function of Great Wall defense facility system was unitary, which only can be used for 
military defense and communication alarm through the border cities, border walls and beacon 
towers.   

(3) The early Great Wall defense facility system depended highly on the natural terrains; 
therefore, the defense facilities were only auxiliary. According to the distribution condition of 
Great Wall, defense cities and beacon towers, the Great Wall mainly depended on the trend of 
mountains and rivers, in particular, the steep mountains and precipitous rivers, the loam walls 
were only built in some areas for the toe walls. “The natural steep mountains were taken as the 
barrier and short and stone walls were only built around the col for connection.” The manually 
constructed facilities were only auxiliaries of defense lines.   

(4)The early Great Wall defense facility system was in dot segments. The defense system in each 
state were developed independently. It began to take shape; however, the joint defense was not 
achieved as they were governed by different states. The system relied highly on the natural 
terrains and the manually constructed facilities were distributed in segments. “The Great Wall” 
defense facility system was distributed in spotty pattern.    
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Fig. 2 The diagram of Great Wall defense facility system in pre-Qin period (Source: drawn by 

the author) 

3. Stage two (Formation period-Qin and Han dynasty) 

Many scholars believed that the Great Wall and its attached military settlements were well 
organized for defense during the Western Han Dynasty according to the study on the bamboo 
scripts and the effective defense system was taken in shape back then. As pointed by Chen 
Mengjia, the defense organizations can be roughly divided into prefecture chief in feudal China, 
Du wei (a military rank in Han dynasty), Zhang Wei (a military rank in Han dynasty), Hou Chang 
(a military rank in Han dynasty for scout), Sui Chang (the lowest level of manage personnel for 
the beacon tower in ancient China). In terms of system, in can be divided into military 
bureaucratic system, border surveillance and alarm system (scout, fortress, troops and beacon 
tower), station troops system, military supplier system and transportation and post system 
(check point, post house, postal kiosk and installation), forming a relatively complete military 
defense system. The defense facilities were the carriers of the military defense system. 
Therefore, the effective Great Wall defense facility system was basically taken in shape during 
the Western Han period.     

Back then, the Great Wall defense facilities were developed along the affiliated Great Wall, the 
facility types mainly included (Table 2);  

Table The types of Great Wall defense facilities (drawn by the author) 

Facility type Designation Function 

Military 
use 

Defense 

The Great Wall 
body 

The fortifications can be defensive for 
the enemies 

The fence used to 
shield a city or 

stronghold 

The pit was buried vertically in neat 
rows of wooden piles with tips; 

Water gate 
The structures built when crossed the 

riverway for defensing the enemies 
entering from the riverway 

Moat 
Defense works combined trench and 
wall, which were used to cut off the 

enemies 

Communication Beacon tower 

A facility to convey military 
information, which can be used to 

convey information of enemy and early 
alarm; 
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Scout 

The virgin lands 
were not brought 
under cultivation 

The fine sand belt with certain width, 
which can keep the trace of enemy 

Stake 
Attach ropes on the stakes to keep trace 

of enemy 

Attack and 
defense 

External fence 
Outpost, military base, transition 

between attack and defense; 

Internal fence 
Small-scale base troops, military base, 

hoard for military supplier; 

A 
mixture 

for 
military 

and 
civilian 

use 

Attack and 
defense 

coordination 

Border cities 

Residents, station troops, command, 
production, military and regional sub-

core, work in concert with defense 
areas; 

County 
governance 

Residents, station troops, command, 
production, military and regional sub-
core, general control of defense areas. 

 

The section diagram of barrier, beacon tower, wall and virgin lands in Han Dynasty 

Source: Study on the Defense System of the Great Wall in the Western Han Dynasty -- A 
Case Study of Yinshan-Hetao Area 

 

During the period, it was the formation stage of the Great Wall defense facility system, which 
featured for below: 

(1)The Great Wall body was dominated progressively as the increase of the facilities types. The 
facilities were developed along the scope of the Great Wall body in a threadlike manner, playing 
roles for scout and defense.  

(2)The functions were enriched, except for the defense and communication, it was for station 
troops, storage of military supplies and transition between attack and defense. At peace time, 
it can be used to allocate the residents, produce the materials and function as a transport hub. 
From the frontier to the border cities in rear, composite of functions was gradually realized. It 
was converted from the military system to the integration of military, transportation and 
production system; 

(3)The Great Wall defense facility system was rudimentarily formed and showed a threadlike 
trend. The section distribution of defense facilities in each state during the pre-Qin period and 
the unity and prosperity of central regime, the Great Wall was constructed based on the original 
foundation. The interaction among the facilities represented the system linkage effect, 
achieving the defense facility system from the perspective of “Great Wall”.  
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(4)As the Great Wall of Qin and Han dynasties was constructed based on the foundation of pre-
Qin period to a great extent, by then, the construction technology was not well-developed and 
the comprehensive national strength was not powerful and prosperous, as a result, the large 
depth layout that segmented horizontally and layered vertically in Ming dynasty was not 
realized. As a contrary, it was only a local depth, global linear distribution. The below figure is 
the schematic diagram of the defense facility system in Yinshan-Hetao local area (Fig.3). 

 
Fig.3 Schematic diagram of Great Wall defense facility system for local areas in Western Han 

period 

Source: Study on the Defense System of the Great Wall in the Western Han Dynasty -- A Case 
Study of Yinshan-Hetao Area 

4. Stage three (Diversely developed period- Northern Dynasty to Liao, Jin 
and Yuan Dynasties) 

After the formation of the Great Wall defense facility system in Western Han period, with the 
change of central regime, it was diversely developed:   

The Great Wall defense facility system constructed in Jin dynasty was a deep and multi-level 
defense system formed by the linear boundary trench and the military settlements along it. 
Through the front and rear net layout of main line and branch, the long trench and military 
settlements were used to defense the attack of enemies. This was a wall form that was especially 
for the cavalry fighting to slow down the attack speed of enemies, which was significantly 
related to the elite cavalry of Jin. The “border wall” in Jin period was not because that the 
enemies were nomad, but defined by their nomadic nature. Back then, the traditional 
significance of defense wall was auxiliary and the stationed troops and cavalry were the main 
defensive force. (Fig. 5) 

As known from above, the Great Wall defense facility system at this period showed the below 
features (Table 3): 

(1)The Great Wall defense facility system showed diversified and innovative development. 
With the change of Northern regime, the facility types were increased as different dynasties had 
different purposes and forms of such system.  

(2)The system was shown a strip (face) defense in depth. As the system was basically taken to 
shape in Western Han Dynasty, the station farm system and the military town system made it 
feature for the defense in depth from north and south in all dynasties.  
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(3)”With the engineering development, the Great Wall defense facility system converted from 
the physical geography into taking advantage of geographic vantage. They even tried to 
construct large-scale fortifications in steppe. For example, in Jin dynasty, “the trench wall 
extended from northeast to the southwest, covering an area of several thousand li, which was 
a great labor force in recent ancient history.”  

 

 
Fig. 5 The schematic diagram of the Great Wall defense facility system built in Jin dynasty  

Source: Modified by the author from Study on the Military Defense System of the Great 
Wall and The Space Planning and Layout 

 

Table 3 The features of Great Wall defense facility system in Eastern Han Dynasty, Jin Dynasty 
and Northern Wei Dynasty(Drawn by the author) 

Dynasty Eastern Han Dynasty Northern Wei Dynasty Jin Dynasty 

Features 

Regime decayed, 
took advantage of 

internal 
contradictions 

between foreign 
nations and made 
them conflict with 

each other 

Chaos caused by war, 
fast regime change 

Minority regime, dominated 
by cavalry 

Sample 
facility 

Dock fort 
Military town, fortress, 

long trench 
Linear border trench 

Features 
of facility 

system 

Passive defense in 
depth, the interior 

built a wide dock fort 

Frontier military town 
mode, military town 
defense area set for 

mutual support, active 
deep defense 

Active deep defense slowed 
down the enemy’s speed, 

aiming to create favorable 
battlefield and build walls for 

auxiliary 
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Example 
of 

sample 
facility   

 

 

Dock fort in Eastern 
Han Dynasty 

Changchuan fortress in 
Northern Wei Dynasty 

Border trench in Jin Dynasty 

Source 

Archaeological Study 
on Frontier Facilities 

in the Northern 
Frontier from the 

Warring States 
Period to the Qin and 

Han Dynasties 

Archaeological Study on 
Border Defense 

Facilities in Northern 
Border during the 
Northern Dynasty 

Study on the Military Defense 
System of the Great Wall and 

The Space Planning and 
Layout 

5. Stage four (Well-developed period-Ming dynasty) 

From the pure defense engineering, the Great Wall was gradually developed into mature 
defense system and peaked in Ming dynasty. The Ming Great Wall showed a deep layout that 
segmented horizontally and layered vertically.  

The vertical layer referred to the multi-layer of defense system, for example, Datong town was 
a strategic place, which was convenient for information transmission and command combat. 
With Datong town at its core, the external layer was Station cities- Defense cities -Road cities-
fort cities, conforming to the functional demands of station troops, food storage and strategic 
attack and defense at the center (Fig. 6).  

The horizontal segment represented that the way along the Great Wall was governed by the 
fort and the fort was governed by the Road cities, as a result, they have formed the frontline 
defense inside the Great Wall. Road cities was evenly distributed along the Great Wall, which 
was convenient to receive the alarm to command the combat in a timely manner. Meanwhile, 
each fort can watch and help each other and they work together to defense each other.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Town city —Xuanfu Town, 
Xuanhua Town city 

Station cities — Zhongqian 
Station cities, Liaodong 

Town 
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Defense cities —Ningyuan 
Defense cities, Liaodong 

Town 

Road cities — Shenmucheng, 
Yumu town 

Fort cities — Hongshan fort, 
Ningxia town 

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of all levels of urban space structures Source: Study on the 
Defense System and Military Settlements of the Ming Great Wall 

 

During this period, the Great Wall defense facility system showed the below features: 

(1)The system was well-developed, forming a deep and multi-level defense system consisting 
of town cities--road cities- defense cities-station cities- fort cities (Fig.7); 

(2)The facility types in the system were diverse, forming a “Great Wall order zone”. All kinds of 
facilities along the Great Wall took shape a multi-dimensional spatial distribution of military 
defense, cultural exchange and barter; 

(3)The military town mode was well developed and become a combined mode of nine - sided 
general guard system and unique system. 

(4)The natural and reformed geography were utilized. The mountains were the defense and the 
rivers were the forts. Yansui town of the Ming Great Wall was safe to defend and the defense 
layout of the construction of parallel Great Wall "big side" and "two side" was constructed. 

 
Fig. 7 The defense facility system of Ming Great Wall (Source: Study on the Defense System 

and Military Settlements of the Ming Great Wall) 
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6. Comparison analysis on the Great Wall defense facility system at each 
stage  

The Great Wall defense facility system of China underwent four stages. In terms of defense 
facilities, it abided by the “defense firstly and stabilized later” and developed from “pure 
military mode” to “comprehensive mode of multi-functional and systematism”. According to the 
comparison analysis, the corresponding relations can be described as below (Table 4).  

Table 4 The features and facility types of Great Wall defense facility system of China at each 
development stage (Drawn by the author) 

 System features 
Type of 
defense 
facilities 

Function 
Hierarchy 
of system 

Schematic diagram of system 

Stag
e one 

 

1. Great Wall was 
the auxiliary 

defense facility of 
border cities 

2.Unitary function, 
ensuring the 

defense; 

3.Depended on the 
natural terrain; 

4.Represented a 
dot distribution in 

segments 

Beacon 
tower, 
border 
cities, 

border 
wall 

Defense, 
communication 

warning 

Wall + 
border 
cities 

 

Stag
e 

two 

 

1. The Great Wall 
gradually 

dominated; 

2. The functions 
were enriched; 

3. Gradual 
construction of 
transportation, 

production, 
strategic storage 
and guaranteed 

the stability; 

3.Greatly 
influences by the 

physical 
geography; 

4.The system was 
formed, depth in 
local areas and 

showed a 
threadlike 

distribution 
overall; 

Beacon 
tower, 

barrier, 
Great Wall 
body and 
auxiliary 
facilities, 
border 
cities, 

county 
governanc

e 

Wartime:defense
, communication 
warning, station 

troops, storage of 
military supplies. 

Peace 
time:resident 

migration, 
allocation, 
material 

production and 
transportation 

transit 

Wall+ 
barrier + 
border 
cities+ 
county 

governanc
e 

(Part of Yinshan-Hetao area) 

 

 

Stag
e 

three 

1.Diverse and 
innovative 

development; 

2.Overall active or 
passive in depth, 
showing a strip 

Beacon 
tower, fort, 
long trench 

(border 
trench), 

Great Wall 
body and 
auxiliary 

Wartime:defense
, communication 
warning, station 

troops, storage of 
military supplies. 

Peace 
time:resident 

migration, 

Wall body 
+ barrier + 

fort + 
fortress + 

State 
command 
fort +Road 
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(face)distribution
; 

3. Advent of 
military town 

mode; 

4. Change the 
terrain through 

the physical 
geography, local 

and manually 
constructed 

facilities 

facilities, 
military 
towns 

production and 
transportation 

transit 

 

command 
fort 

 
 

 

 

Stage 
four 

 

1. Well-developed 
system; 

2. Converted to 
spatial multi-
dimensional 

layout of military 
defense, cultural 

exchange and 
barter from in-
depth defense; 

3.The military 
town mode was 
well-developed, 

becoming a 
combined mode of 

nine - sided 
general guard 

system and unique 
system. 

Town 
cities, road 

cities, 
defense 
cities, 

station 
cities, fort 
cities, fort, 

border 
wall and 
auxiliary 
facilities, 
beacon 
towers 

Wartime: 
defense, 

communication 
warning, station 

troops, storage of 
military supplies. 

Peace time: 
resident 

migration, 
production, 

transportation 
and trade 

 

Town cities 
+ road 
cities + 
defense 
cities + 
station 

cities + fort 
cities 

 

The key reason for the complicated defense facility system of Great Wall in ancient China was 
the conversion of the focus of frontier policy development in different dynasties. The 
comprehensive national strength and the social-economic foundation were the important 
factors for dynasties to formulate the policy. The transition process is shown as below:    

(1)Border cities and walls were the carrier for the advent of “first stage-rudiment” and 
appeared in dot shape in segments, reflecting the pure demand of military defense. At this point, 
the Great Wall defense facility system was vague, mainly dealing with “how to defend” stage.  

(2)The conversion from “first stage-rudiment” to “second stage-formation period”. The unity of 
central regime was taken as the node. Qin Great Wall was constructed based on the foundation 
of previous dynasties and the functions of the system were enriched, so as the facility types. It 
showed an overall linear state from the dispersion state. It ensured the “defense” and started 
to seek a solution of “stabilization”.  

(3)It transited from “second stage-formation period” to the “third stage-diversely developed 
period). The declining of central regime was taken as the node. With the regime change between 
different ethnic groups in the north, a series of innovative forms were developed in order to 
adapt to the application of different regimes and military services, such as trench. The system 
was passively or actively expanded from in-depth form and the condition was converted to the 
Great Wall order strip (face) from the overall linearity. 

(4)It converted from “third stage-diversely developed period” to “fourth stage-well-developed 
period”. Based on the military town mode, A spatial entity on a geographic scale was taken 
shape covering points (strategic pass, beacon tower and post)-lines (Great Wall body, post 
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transit and beacon tower transit lines)-strip (military defense, cultural exchange and barter 
areas)-layer system (hierarchy relation of defense systems).  

7. Brief summary  

The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis on the development history and 
transit process of Great Wall defense facility system in China: 

(1)In terms of pattern, the development history of Great Wall defense facility system in China 
represented a step-by-step development feature of “point  line         strip  space”. 

During the rudiment period, it was a dot-type distribution; at the formation period, as the 
regime unity, it represented a in-depth form in areas and overall linearity state; during the 
diversely developed period, due to the various historical reasons, the system showed a linearity 
state in some areas but in-depth from south to north; in the well-developed period, the order 
zone of the Great Wall with multi-level spatial entity at geographical scale was formed. 

(2)The well-developed defense facility system was overall and continuous. The evolution 
underwent from dispersion to entirety and from discontinuity to continuity. The overall 
direction of operation mode showed a development of “passive defense”, “defense and attack 
conversion”, “sharing application of military and civilian” and “civilian-oriented”.  

(3)The overall orientation of the operation mode of the Great Wall defense facility system 
represented a development of “Passive defense          transition of attack and defense           sharing 
application of military and civilian      civilian-oriented”. In terms of functions, it was converted 
from the pure military facility system to a coordination development of multi-function system 
consisting of “production-military-trade-post transit”.  

(4)With the improvement of the engineering technology, the system was not severely 
depending on the natural geography, instead, it started to take advantage of the nature and even 
reform the nature terrain.  
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